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1 By September 30, 2012, Alexandra Wallace’s original video (or four versions uploaded by four different users) has been viewed 3,010,075 times
generated 5476 likes and 59,816 dislikes; the response by a white man (Logan Sexy Back) has been viewed 222,868 times and had generated 2471 likes
dislikes; the response by an Asian man (Xuyah) has been viewed 969,476 times and had generated 15,852 likes and 416 dislikes; the response by
woman (snoeblac) has been viewed 504,247 times and had generated 2757 likes and 537 dislikes; the response by an Asian woman (The Angelie Va
has been viewed 759,280 times and had generated 11,142 likes and 583 dislikes.

2 By ‘‘race’’, I refer to sociopolitically constructed categories (e.g., white, black, Asian, etc.), which are produced and reproduced on a daily basis and m
material consequences (e.g., residential segregation). Of course, I do not recognize ‘‘race’’ as a biological fact, although it may cause biological effects
higher rate for hypertension and diabetes among African Americans due to stress and other factors (Hill, 2008, p. 13). In what follows, I use the concept
in this sense without quotation marks.
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By analyzing five viral YouTube videos, I reconsider the notion of communicative compe-
tence (CC). Specifically, I examine a rant video, which has been widely circulated as ‘‘Asians
in the library’’, and four parodic responses to it, by focusing on reported speech. I suggest
that the notion of CC be conceptualized as multiple competences in a heterogeneous
speech community in which there are multiple norms. At the same time, each poster is
highly constrained by such factors as gender and race and by the technological design of
YouTube within which she has agency. Finally, I argue for a cognitive anthropological con-
ceptualization of CC, which posits the shared understanding of stereotypes among a group
of people.

� 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The goal of this article is to reconsider the notion of communicative competence (Hymes, 1972) (henceforth, CC) by ana-
lyzing five viral YouTube videos: the original and four parodic responses.1 The original was posted by Alexandra Wallace, a
white female student at the University of California, Los Angeles, whose rant video entitled ‘‘Asians in the library’’ has been lar-
gely regarded as prejudiced against Asians. This controversial video generated various responses. People who responded include
local stakeholders such as UCLA Chancellor Gene Block and UCLA students, both Asian and non-Asian, as well as national and
global viewers of the video. Among these responses, I selected four parodies based on popularity, and social and personal iden-
tity, or the ones that are frequently viewed and highly rated while using two sociological categories: gender (man/woman) and
‘‘race’’ (white/Asian). Thus I analyze four response videos posted by white and Asian males, and white and Asian females.2

Based on my analysis, I discuss implications for reconsidering the notion of CC in ‘‘Web 2.0 environments’’ (Androutso-
poulos, 2010) in which a politicized conceptualization of CC becomes relevant (Besnier, 2013). At the same time, I argue that
we should uncover underlying cognitive assumptions, in particular widely shared racial stereotypes, in a ‘‘heterogeneous
speech community’’ (Hymes, 1972, p. 274). By ‘‘underlying cognitive assumptions’’ I refer to the cognitive anthropological
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definition of ‘‘culture’’, which is stated as ‘‘largely tacit, taken-for-granted, and hence invisible assumptions that people share
with others of their group’’ (Quinn, 2005, p. 3). Theoretically, cognitive anthropologists posit mental structures called ‘‘sche-
mas’’, which play a mediating role in producing and interpreting discourse (Strauss and Quinn, 1997). In the present context,
if YouTube posters and viewers had not cognitively internalized racial stereotypes as cultural schemas, they would not have
been able to exchange ideas meaningfully in the video responses and comments.

In analytic terms, I focus on the moments in which the four posters respond to Alexandra Wallace’s mock ‘‘imitation’’ of
how she thinks ‘‘Asians’’ sound (‘‘Oh, ching chong ling long ting tong, oh’’).3 Inspired by Jane H. Hill’s (1995a) analysis of
‘‘Mock Spanish’’, I call Wallace’s mockery ‘‘Mock Asian’’, which, in the imagination of monolingual white speakers of English,
is a socially constructed ethnoracial language spoken by all Asians.4 In my analysis, I illuminate the differential competence
(Hymes, 1972) of each poster. By ‘‘differential competence’’ I refer to two distinct but interrelated aspects: (1) the different abil-
ity of each individual to produce appropriate utterances on YouTube; (2) multiple norms for evaluating a given video as
(in)appropriate among the viewers. The constraints and affordances of Web 2.0 environments further complicate the notions
of ‘‘competence’’ and ‘‘appropriateness’’.

The original video has a narrative structure in which denials of racism constitute the basic patterning in the reproduction
of racial stereotypes about Asians. The rant culminates in reported speech in Mock Asian. Furthermore, the analysis of the
four parodic versions reveals ways in which widely shared and historically enduring racial stereotypes such as ‘‘dumb
blonde’’ and ‘‘ching chong’’ are reproduced on YouTube.

For my conceptual framework, I mainly draw on semiotic anthropology (e.g., Silverstein, 1976, 1993; Urban, 1996; Wor-
tham, 2003), and particularly on the model of ‘‘speaker role inhabitance’’ as proposed by Michèle Koven (2001, 2002, 2007).
In addition, I draw on sociolinguistic studies of discourse (e.g., Blommaert, 2010; Coupland, 2007; van Dijk, 1992) and studies
of digital discourse (e.g., Androutsopoulos, 2010; Thurlow and Mroczek, 2011).

In the sections that follow, I first discuss how we can approach digital discourse in Web 2.0 environments. Then I provide
my conceptual framework in which I describe the speaker role inhabitance model. The analysis shows multiple ways of
‘‘appropriating the language of the Other’’ (Park and Wee, 2008). I suggest that the notion of CC be reconceptualized as ‘‘mul-
tiple competences’’, which are dialectically related to multiple or ‘‘polycentric’’ norms (Blommaert, 2010). Finally, I argue for
a cognitively reconceptualized notion of CC, which highlights the presuppositions of discourse while regarding the agentive
manipulation of the technological constraints and affordances of Web 2.0 environments as new sociocultural knowledge.

2. YouTube in Web 2.0 environments

My field site, located on YouTube, is unconventional and relatively new. Thus I describe the distinctiveness of this site
while qualifying its radical newness. I then add one more dimension to CC in Web 2.0 environments, which concerns the
knowledge of how to participate in the YouTube ‘‘community’’.

One of the distinctive characteristics of Web 2.0 is the participation of users. In other words, information can be shared by
‘‘tools for the management of user-generated content’’, which facilitates user participation (Androutsopoulos, 2010, p. 207).
From this perspective, YouTube can be conceptualized as a site of performance because its videos are posted for an audience
who consume them as a form of entertainment, and sometimes respond with comments and response videos (2010, p. 209).
However, we should not overestimate the newness of Web 2.0., but be aware of the old inequalities of the new media in
terms of ‘‘access, control and opportunity’’ (Thurlow and Mroczek, 2011, p. xxviii). Furthermore, the present architectural
design of YouTube often makes it function ‘‘as a site of exoticization and voyeurism’’ (Chun and Walters, 2011, p. 255).

Bearing these cautions in mind, I still argue that YouTube videos provide new analytic opportunities from a unique per-
spective. Participating in Web 2.0 environments requires CC in such matters as limiting one’s audience and controlling the
level of participation that one invites from viewers, in addition to competence in producing and interpreting discourse.
Knowing how to limit the audience may be seen as more than communicative competence. However, I extend the scope
of CC and add a technological component to the notion of CC. I thus posit CC in Web 2.0 environments that relates to con-
trolling the degree of participation. Specifically, the YouTube design allows its users to just view videos, or else comment
on them, or even post response videos. When users actually post videos, they can ‘‘manipulate . . .different desired levels
of informational and behavioral publicity and privacy’’ (Lange, 2008, p. 378), which can be thought of as ‘‘publicly private’’
and ‘‘privately public’’ behavior. The former refers to the restriction of access to the videos, namely the fact that only the
video makers’ friends have access to them. The latter means ‘‘making connections with many other people, while being rel-
atively private with regard to sharing identity information’’ (2008, pp. 369–372).

Alexandra Wallace did not opt for a restrictive participatory framework, making her video ‘‘publicly public’’ instead. In
contrast, two parody posters, Logan Sexy Back and The Angelie Vaudeville, did not fully disclose their identity. Thus their
3 Prejudiced monolingual English-speaking Anglos make no distinction among Asian languages (Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Vietnamese, Cambodian, etc.), but
recognize only one language, ‘‘Asian’’, which they alternatively refer to generically as ‘‘Chinese’’. This is the effect of the semiotic process of ‘‘erasure’’ in which
‘‘ideology . . .renders some persons or activities . . . invisible’’ (Irvine and Gal, 2000, p. 38). My intent here is to raise critical awareness of the notion of ‘‘Asian’’,
rather than marginalizing monolingual (white) speakers of English. Also see note 4.

4 The extent to which the homogeneous entity ‘‘Asian’’ is widely shared among monolingual white speakers of English deserves empirically investigation. At
least for Wallace, there is no distinction among ‘‘Asians’’, both linguistically and ethno-racially. In the original video, she complains about Asians ‘‘checking on
everybody from the tsunami thing’’ on their cell phones in the library. By ‘‘the tsunami thing’’, she presumably refers to the devastating earthquake and tsunami
in Japan on March 11, 2011. Thus, in her conceptualization, the families of all Asians in the library at UCLA are affected by ‘‘the tsunami thing’’ in Japan.
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videos are closer to the ‘‘privately public’’ end of the spectrum, although Logan Sexy Back identifies himself as a student at UC
Davis. The other two posters represent themselves as professional entertainers: the Asian male poster, Brooks Iwamoto,
identifies himself with the invented name ‘‘Xuyah’’. The white woman, snoeblac, represents herself as an actress by the name
‘‘Sno E. Blac’’. Both place hyperlinks to their Facebook pages.

By conceptualizing CC on YouTube as knowledge about the agentive manipulation of the degree of participation, I also
draw on the notion of ‘‘intertextuality’’ (Bakhtin, 1981), by tracing the voices of other. In particular, I highlight the features
of video responses and the viewers’ ‘‘likes and dislikes’’. I consider distinctive interactional mechanisms on YouTube, which
are different from those at play in face-to-face conversations in which interlocutors follow a turn-taking system (Sacks et al.,
1974). In other words, on YouTube, video posters respond reflexively to the previous videos with relatively long pauses, mea-
sured in days or weeks, normally without direct contact with the other posters. The four parodic videos are ironic responses
to the negative evaluations of the original expressed in other postings and comments. Although apparently talking mono-
logically, the four posters respond dialogically to previous postings and comments.

Before proceeding, I qualify the scope of this article. On the one hand, I seriously take the contextual factors of YouTube,
such as degree of participation and intertextuality. On the other hand, a full contextual analysis of YouTube videos requires
attention to ‘‘multimodality’’, which refers to culturally meaningful means to communication, in which gesture plays a par-
ticularly important role (Kataoka, 2012). However, I can only scratch the surface of multimodality.5 While acknowledging
these limitations, I believe that gendered and racialized discourse on YouTube deserves analytic attention in anticipation of
finding patterns of inequality because ‘‘such analysis is the sine qua non of an anthropological coming-to-terms with the mean-
ing of gender’’ (Besnier, 2003, p. 279), as well as race.

3. Conceptual framework

Hymes originally defined CC as ‘‘the capabilities of a person . . . [and CC] is dependent upon both (tacit) knowledge and (abil-
ity for) use’’ (1972, p. 276, italics in original). By recognizing both ‘‘knowledge’’ and ‘‘use’’, this definition is compatible with the
notion of ‘‘culture’’ in cognitive anthropology: ‘‘A society’s culture consists of whatever it is one has to know or believe in order
to operate in a manner acceptable to its members’’ (Goodenough, 1957, p. 167, emphasis added). It should be noted that this
definition of culture has behavioral and normative implications, and is not exclusively cognitive, as is often criticized.

While recognizing cognitively shared aspects of CC, I follow Hymes’ call for ‘‘a theory that can deal with a heterogeneous
speech community, differential competence, [and] the constitutive role of sociocultural features’’ (1972, p. 276). From this
perspective, performance is seen as a meta-frame in which a performer assumes ‘‘responsibility to an audience for a display
of communicative competence’’ (Bauman, 1993, p. 82).6 A ‘‘breakthrough into performance’’ (Hymes, 1981) often occurs in
reported speech, which is ‘‘entailing’’ (Silverstein, 1993) or establishes a new context. I explain further the notion of ‘‘entailing’’
in relation to ‘‘presupposing’’ below.

By focusing on reported speech, I address a conceptual weakness in the notion of CC. Specifically, Hymesian CC has been
criticized as too static and not adequately theorizing the creative aspects of social interaction. In short, it does not fully cap-
ture the ‘‘indeterminacy of context’’ (Gumperz, 1982; Silverstein, 1976). Thus we need to conceptualize the constitutive role
of language in better understanding CC (Wortham, 2003, p. 15).

In sum, I regard the five videos as instances of performance. In the new public sphere of YouTube, reported speech illus-
trates the context-creating aspects of language use, which have been underexplored in discussions of CC.

For analytic purposes, I review the literature on reported speech in linguistic anthropology (e.g., Besnier, 1993; Irvine,
1996; Koven, 2001; Tannen, 2007). First I assume that reported speech is ‘‘constructed dialogue’’ (Tannen, 2007). In semiotic
terms, quotations ‘‘indexically’’ or only indirectly represent what happened, rather than transparently re-resent the events
that are quoted. Also images invoked in quotations indexically reproduce ‘‘stereotypical kinds of people’’ with sociolinguistic
features (Koven, 2001, pp. 517–518). Comparing the two tellings of the ‘‘same’’ story in two languages by bilinguals, Koven
argues that quotations should be understood as the performances of ‘‘voices’’ that embody social types and the speaker’s
cultural values (2001, p. 515; also see Hill, 1995b).

What we need to do is to investigate the ‘‘non-referential functions of reported speech’’ from a semiotic perspective
(Koven, 2001, p. 514). For the purpose, Koven proposes a tripartite model of ‘‘speaker role inhabitance’’. She operationalizes
relevant concepts in terms of three speaker roles, which are: author, interlocutor, and character.

The role of ‘‘author’’ is that of the storyteller, in which a narrator tells a story from a relatively ‘‘unevaluated’’ perspective
(Labov, 2006, p. 222) while advancing the narrative plot. The narrator typically combines a first person pronoun with past
tense or historical present verb (Koven, 2002, p. 179). Second, the role of ‘‘interlocutor’’ is that of co-conversationalist in an
5 In addition, I do not have space to analyze viewers’ numerous comments on the five videos, as well as hyperlinks to Facebook pages and other sites. These
are important sources of data for the investigation of multiple competences on YouTube. I will come back to this point in the final section.

6 Ben Rampton (2009) critiques overextended uses of the notion of ‘‘performance’’ (Coupland, 2007) in theorizing everyday interactional practice. Basing
himself on his analysis of interactional data among multi-racial adolescents in England, he argues that ‘‘the performance of the other-ethnic styles [is] risky’’
(2009, p. 149), and is ‘‘avoided’’ (cf. Goffman, 1967, pp. 15–18) when it may be seen as mocking of other ethnic languages, dialects or varieties. In other words,
the notion cannot explain avoidance practices (2009, p. 172) such as white and black kids’ avoidance of Stylized Asian English (SAE) or mock English with strong
Indian accents in the presence of children with Pakistani descent. Actual occurrences of SAE across ethnic group boundaries can also be better understood as
‘‘interaction ritual’’ (Goffman, 1967), which concerns the exigencies of interactional uncertainty. I agree with Rampton in seeing performances as highly
constrained in structural terms, and performers not having unlimited agency.
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‘‘interactional’’ or ‘‘narrating’’ context, in which a narrator may take some distance from the story world by providing critical
commentary while taking an evaluative stance on the here-and-now (e.g., marked register usages for indexing affect, dis-
course makers, and switch to a second-person pronoun). Finally, the role of ‘‘character’’ is that of performable personas in
the narrated speech event, in which the voices of performed figures are enacted. Reported speech is often used for vivid
enactment of characters as ‘‘culturally imaginable personas’’ (Koven, 2002, pp. 177). Replays of the speaker’s thoughts,
words, and deeds are also identified as instances of the inhabitance of the role of character.

There are also three kinds of the ‘‘double-voicing’’ of two roles: (1) narrator/interlocutory fusion in which narration is
embedded into interlocutory commentary; (2) narrator/character double-voicing that is performed in indirect or free indi-
rect discourse in which deictics agree with the narrating context; (3) interlocutory/character fusion in which segments have
both here-and-now and then-and-there aspects (Koven, 2007, pp. 102–104). My focus here is on the third type of ‘‘interloc-
utory/character’’ role double-voicing. For example, the gesture of winking can be used as simultaneously a quotation of non-
verbal act in the story world and an indexical-iconic sign in the current story-telling event (see Section 5.2.1).7 In what
follows, I am particularly concerned with the representation of characters in reported speech while highlighting the instances
of the double-voicing of character and interlocutory roles by taking gesture into account (cf. Kataoka, 2009, 2010, 2012).

In general, reported speech ‘‘distributes’’ or ‘‘reduces’’ the responsibility of a narrator (Hill and Irvine, 1993). This is par-
ticularly the case if she makes her point ‘‘within the ‘story world’ of a sub-narrative [because] the truth of such a point [is]
relatively inaccessible to challenge’’ (Hill and Zepeda, 1993, p. 212). However, there are occasions in which ‘‘‘leakage’ onto
the quote’’ (Besnier, 1993, p. 175) is dangerous for the speaker. ‘‘Leakage’’ becomes a critical issue in the linguistic appropri-
ation of the voices of the Other. Even ‘‘mentioning’’, not ‘‘using’’, racist epithets in quotations or as metalinguistic examples
can offend the targeted populations of people.

To sum up, I address ‘‘how such categories as gender . . . [and race] are interwoven with issues of language ideology and
language structure in particular speech communities’’ (Besnier, 1993, p. 178). My focus is on ‘‘replaying’’ and the ‘‘commu-
nicative ‘embedding’ that characterize replays’’ (1993, p. 176; also see Goffman, 1974, pp. 530–531) in the YouTube context. I
pay particular attention to the relationship among linguistic structure, use, and sociocultural and linguistic ideologies in ana-
lyzing the five YouTube videos.
4. Research questions

Often parody is used in producing counter(-hegemonic) discourses (Hill, 1998). The four parody videos that I analyze are
ironic responses to the original viral video, which is widely seen as ‘‘racist’’ or prejudiced against Asians. The four posters
address the serious issue of racism in the form of parody presumably because they can talk about it in transformed, less
uncomfortable contexts by producing counterdiscourses.

Intertextually, the parody videos partly ‘‘replicate’’ the original (Urban, 1996) but modify critical parts, the process of
which is called ‘‘entextualization’’ (Bauman and Briggs, 1990). The original and the response videos are simultaneously ‘‘pre-
supposing’’ and ‘‘entailing’’ (Silverstein, 1976, 1993). In other words, Alexandra Wallace speaks ‘‘appropriately’’ to the impli-
cit social norms that she assumes. At the same time, once performed on YouTube, her video is socially consequential, and its
‘‘effectiveness’’ is made explicit in the response videos and the comments on her video.

More specifically, the original video presupposes anti-Asian sentiment and white resentment of the stereotypical ‘‘intel-
ligent Asians’’ (Hill, 2008, p. 18) while establishing a new context on YouTube. In addition to these presuppositions, the four
parodies take into account the previous comments and postings on the original. They attempt to transform the uncomfort-
able presuppositions by creating less serious contexts.

In the sections that follow, I address four major issues:

(1) What is the structure of the original? What are ‘‘covert underlying presuppositions’’ (Hill, 2005) in the discourse?
What makes the video viral?

(2) From the perspective of the role inhabitance model, how is Mock Asian used in the original? How is it entextualized in
the four parodies? What makes the parodies relatively popular among the viewers?

(3) What are widely circulating stereotypes found in the five videos?
(4) What are the implications for reconsidering the notion of CC in Web 2.0 environments?

5. Data presentation and analysis

5.1. The rant

5.1.1. Overall structure
I present the transcript of the original video posted by Alexandra Wallace, while showing the overall structure. I also ana-

lyze Episode 2a by using the speaker role inhabitance model (Koven, 2001, 2007). To represent three speaker roles, I use
7 As one of the editors points out, the model need to be complicated by considering gesture, with which ‘‘triple’’ or ‘‘quadruple’’ voicing takes place. I use the
term ‘‘double-voicing’’ in my analysis of reported speech, even though some of the cases are those of ‘‘triple’’ or ‘‘quadruple’’ voicing.
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boldface to indicate the role of ‘‘author’’ and italics for that of ‘‘interlocutor’’. Underlined parts are examples of the role inha-
bitance of ‘‘character’’. I both underline and italicize the parts that I identify as the ‘‘double-voicing’’ of the roles of ‘‘inter-
locutor’’ and ‘‘character’’.

I divide the Excerpt 1 into five sub-narrative parts: lines 1–9 (Orientation); lines 10–21 (Episode 1); lines 22–32 (Episode
2a); lines 33–42 (Episode 2b); and lines 43–47 (Coda).

In Orientation, Wallace situates her performance spatiotemporally with the deictic adverb ‘‘here’’ and the present tense
‘‘is’’ (line 1), until line 9. Lines 7–9 are an abstract that summarizes the whole story. Episode 1 (lines 10–21) exemplifies her
point: the ‘‘problem’’ of Asians who do not ‘‘use American manners’’ (line 9), followed by an enumeration of ‘‘Asian people’’
(lines 12–13). The point of this sub-narrative is: ‘‘they do not teach their kids to fend for themselves’’ (line 19), which sets up
the dramatic story in Episode 2a.

Episode 2a (lines 22–32) starts with the vocative ‘‘hi’’ (line 22) with the pronoun ‘‘we’’ as Americans by spatializing the
narrative with the adverbial phrase ‘‘in America’’. In line 23, Wallace switches the pronouns to ‘‘I’’ as one of us-Americans.
This sub-narrative is arguably the climax of her rant, in which she uses pragmatically entailing direct quotes. The first direct
speech is enacted in Mock Asian (line 27) in the form of a quote of the voice of an Asian on the phone. The second is used to
Excerpt 1. Asians in the library.



Excerpt 1 (continued)
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represent herself, who ‘‘politely’’ warns the problematic Asian (lines 31–32). In lines 33–42 (Episode 2b), as an anecdotal
down-toner of her racist persona, she consistently uses the pronoun ‘‘you’’ to refer to Asians, who are excluded from



Fig. 1. ((Imitating holding a cell phone)) ‘‘O:h! ching chong ling long ting to:ng o:h!’’.

Fig. 2. ((Holding finger to lips)) ‘‘you know, it’s the library’’.
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‘‘everyone’’ as Americans (line 41). Lines 43–47 constitute Coda, in which she reiterates her point in line 45 and makes a
ritualized closing remark in line 47.

5.1.2. Denial strategy
Wallace denies her own racism with the adversative connective ‘‘but’’. In lines 2–6 she denies her ‘‘political correctness’’,

‘‘offensiveness’’ and her intention (‘‘I don’t mean’’), which leads to the attack on ‘‘Asian people’’ in lines 7–9. In line 8, she
expresses a token agreement with UCLA’s admission policy by saying ‘‘which is fine’’, but then contradicts it immediately
with ‘‘but’’ in line 9. In line 10, she admits that ‘‘all the Asian people’’ around her ‘‘used to really bug’’ her, ‘‘but’’ they do
not ‘‘bother’’ her ‘‘anymore’’. Then she lists them with kinship terms (lines 12–13), which implies that she is surrounded
by ‘‘everybody that they know they brought along from Asia’’, who actually bothers her. In line 23, she mitigates the fre-
quency of phone talk by Asians with self-repair to make her story more credible.

In line 36, Wallace admits that her remarks about people affected by ‘‘the tsunami thing’’ are offensive and shows token
sympathy in line 37. After ‘‘but’’ in line 38, however, she makes non-sympathetic remarks. Finally in line 45, she makes a
generalizing statement about cell phone manners by Asians, which reproduces negative stereotypes about them (see Sec-
tion 5.1.3). Again, she justifies her racism in line 46 with a ‘‘but’’ clause, in which she claims that she has ‘‘never seen’’ phone
calls in the library made by people other than Asians.

5.1.3. Negative stereotypes
Embedded into the discourse are linguistic resources for reproducing negative stereotypes.8 Negative stereotypes about

Asians are found in line 7: the phrase ‘‘hordes of’’ metaphorically frames Asian people as invaders, which derive from the widely
circulating conceptualization of Asians as foreigners. In lines 10–21 in Episode 1, she implicitly reproduces the stereotype of
Asians as ‘‘perpetual foreigners’’ who do not conform to ‘‘white American norms’’. Specifically, she creates the stereotype of irre-
sponsible Asian parenting in Episode 1, which sets up Episode 2a in which she complains about Asians talking on cell phones.
What Wallace reproduces in the rant is reminiscent of what Chou and Feagin (2010) call the ‘‘deviant foreigner stereotype’’.9
8 ‘‘White Americans . . .are somehow able to acquire and to share with one another negative stereotypes that they use . . . to justify the subordination and
oppression of people of color’’ (Hill, 2008, p. 20).

9 Wallace invokes ‘‘white normativity’’ by presuming an innocent position. Political economic approaches to racism are insightful: ‘‘In times of perceived
threat, the normative group may well attempt to reassert its normativity by asserting elements of its cultural practice more explicitly and exclusively’’
(Frankenberg, 1993, cited by Harrison, 1995, p. 63).
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In reported speech, Asians and Wallace herself are characters: she reports the Asian voice by inhabiting the role of char-
acter (line 27); in representing her own speech as a character, she also uses direct discourse (lines 31–32). Underlined and
italicized (line 27 and lines 31–32) are instances of the double-voicing of character and interlocutory roles. In line 27, Wal-
lace enacts an Asian persona in Mock Asian from a here-and-now perspective while mimicking someone holding a cell phone
(Fig. 1). In similar fashion, she holds the index finger to her lips in lines 31–32 in which she inhabits an interlocutory role, as
well as that of character (Fig. 2). A stretch of talk enacted as doubly interlocutory and character roles indexes a particularly
intense emotional state.

In addition to her denial of racism, Wallace’s use of Mock Asian is another reason that her rant became viral. Her quote of
an Asian is an instance of ‘‘leakage’’ onto the quote (Besnier, 1993): Wallace utters the epithet ‘‘ching chong’’ by doubly
enacting interlocutory and character roles. Her use of Mock Asian undeniably displays her racism directed at Asians. In this
entailed context, the majority of white posters respond by denying their own racism while Asians resist racism by producing
counterdiscourses.
5.2. Four parodies

5.2.1. Logan Sexy Back
First I present one of the parodic responses to Wallace, in which Mock Asian is recontextualized by a white male poster,

Logan Sexy Back (Excerpt 2). I use the same coding scheme as the one for analyzing the rant: boldface for the role of ‘‘author’’
and italics for that of ‘‘interlocutor’’. Underlined parts mean the role inhabitance of ‘‘character’’. Furthermore I both underline
and italicize the instances of the ‘‘double-voicing’’ of the roles of ‘‘interlocutor’’ and ‘‘character’’. It should be noted, however,
that the analysis of parody is not straightforward. For example, line 8 in Excerpt 2 may be analyzed as ‘‘interlocutor’’. More
important, all the utterances in the parodies are seen as the inhabitance of the role of ‘‘character’’ and need to be double-
underlined, which works against the readability of the transcript. In the analysis of the four parodies below, I only consider
the performances at the uppermost level for the sake of convenience.
Excerpt 2. Asians in the Library PARODY of UCLA Girl Alexandra Wallace.

Fig. 3. Winking.
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In Excerpt 2, Logan Sexy Back replicates Wallace’s original utterance in line 1 while advancing the plot in the historical
present as a narrator (lines 1–3). But he transforms the original text significantly by representing himself in a direct quote in
line 3, in which he uses a paralinguistic cue that indexes his sexual interest (‘‘Ooohhh!’’), instead of Mock Asian.

In the earlier part, Long Sexy Back typifies Asian girls by saying that ‘‘this seems unlikely but all Asian girls at UC Davis are
cute’’. In line 2, he describes an Asian character as ‘‘some cute Asian girl’’ by invoking the Asian female stereotype, which can
be traced back to the ‘‘China doll’’ stereotype. In line 7, he winks (Fig. 3), which is the double-voicing of the roles of character
and interlocutor.
5.2.2. Xuyah
Xuyah is an Asian male poster, who parodically responds to Wallace with a video entitled ‘‘White girls in the library’’.

Excerpt 3 is the part in which he recontexualizes Mock Asian in a comical way. In the earlier part of the video, Xuyah invokes
the ‘‘dumb but hot white girl’’ stereotype, by entextualizing Wallace’s utterance: ‘‘The problem is there’s these hordes of
white girls that just get accepted into our school every year and I honestly don’t even know how they get in. I mean, they
are actually hot’’. By partially replicating Wallace’s words, he questions her admission into a competitive school like UCLA
(cf. lines 7–9 in Excerpt 1).

Xuyah first tells the ‘‘same story’’ as Wallace’s but from the Asian perspective by inhabiting the role of narrator in the past
tense (lines 1–5). Then in line 6, he replicates Mock Asian. He double-voices the roles of character and interlocutor by mim-
icking holding a phone (Fig. 4). In contrast, he describes the actions of the blonde girl with a relatively unevaluated perspec-
tive in line 7, with Xuyah inhabiting the role of narrator in the past tense. He invokes the racial stereotype of ‘‘hot blonde
girl’’ in lines 1, 3, and 8. Throughout the performance, he resists and critiques the stereotype of ‘‘comical Asian’’, particularly
in line 6.

In sum, Xuyah decontextualizes comically Wallace’s Mock Asian in direct speech. While he reproduces the widely circu-
lating stereotype of ‘‘hot, dumb blonde girl’’, he attempts to undermine the ‘‘comical Asian’’ stereotype, although how
successful his attempt is needs to be further investigated.
Excerpt 3. White Girls in the Library.

Fig. 4. ((Imitating holding a cell phone)) ‘‘Oh::: ching chong ling long ting tong, oh:::’’.
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5.2.3. Snoeblac
Snoeblac is a white female poster, who also parodically responds to Wallace by performing a white whore persona. Again

I focus on the ways in which Mock Asian is recontextualized in this video (see Excerpt 4).
Snoeblac tells her narrative by impersonating Alexandra Wallace in a ‘‘theatrical frame’’ (Goffman, 1974). In Excerpt 4, she

imitates the performed self in lines 2, 8, and 12 with sexually suggestive gestures. She double-voices the roles of character
Excerpt 4. Asians in the Library – (UCLA Student Alexandra Wallace) parody.

Fig. 5. Putting index finger into mouth.

Fig. 6. ‘‘O:hhh’’ ((opening mouth wide)).



Fig. 7. Putting index finger into mouth.
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and interlocutor in reported speech and gestures by acting out the stereotype of a ‘‘whore’’. In line 2, she puts her index fin-
ger into the mouth in a sexually suggestive way (Fig. 5). The gesture is a parodic re-enactment of Wallace’s shushing gesture
(cf. Fig. 2). Line 8 structurally corresponds to the Mock Asian quote in the original (see line 27 in Excerpt 1). Rather than
speaking in Mock Asian, she uses direct speech in a state of orgasm while opening her mouth wide (Fig. 6). Finally in line
12, which is structurally parallel to line 2, she again puts her finger into the mouth in a seductive way (Fig. 7), which
iconic-indexically enacts a whore persona. Snoeblac belittles Wallace by enacting the easily recognizable stereotype of
the promiscuous blonde in her parodic performance.

5.2.4. The Angelie Vaudeville
Finally I present Excerpt 5, which is taken from a video posted by an Asian female poster, The Angelie Vaudeville.
She imitates Wallace in a theatrical frame, wearing a blonde wig. She mimics someone holding a phone and quotes herself

in Mock Asian in line 4 (Fig. 8). By recontextualizing Mock Asian (‘‘ching, chong, ching, chong, ting, song, sing, song’’), she
further adds a Pidgin-like fragment ‘‘me love you long time’’ and ‘‘toya, toya, toya, toya, toya’’, the latter of which presumably
alludes to ‘‘Thoia Thoing’’, a rap song by R. Kelly. In the song, the phrase ‘‘Thoia Thoing’’ seems to be used to talk to a girl from
Africa, who does not understand English well. In singing the rap, The Angelie Vaudeville invokes the stereotype of linguis-
tically incompetent Asians as her critique of the stereotype.
Excerpt 5. Asians in the Library – UCLA Girl parody/spoof.

Fig. 8. ((Mimicking holding a phone)) ‘‘Ah! Ching, chong, ching, chong, ting, song, sing song’’.



Fig. 9. ((Holding index finger to lips)) ‘‘Shhhhh!’’.
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In line 7, she replicates Wallace’s utterance and her shushing action in an exaggerated way (Fig. 9). Reported speech oc-
curs in lines 4–5 and in line 7 as the ‘‘double-voicing’’ of the roles of character and interlocutor. On the wall in the back-
ground, she had pinned a picture of Adolf Hitler, among other ‘‘white friends’’. In sum, she makes fun of the negative
stereotypes of Asians in a comically emphatic way while imputing a ‘‘neo-Nazi’’ persona on to Wallace (see Figs. 8 and 9
and the photos).

My analysis of the five YouTube videos has uncovered the following stereotypes: ‘‘ching chong’’, ‘‘dumb but hot blonde
girl’’, ‘‘comical Asian’’, ‘‘deviant foreigner Asian’’, ‘‘linguistically incompetent Asian’’, ‘‘normative white’’, ‘‘cute Asian girls
(China dolls)’’, ‘‘whore white’’ and ‘‘neo-Nazi white’’. In addition, the four parodies are reasonably competent and entertain-
ing performances. On a meta-level, they are new and interesting responses to Wallace’s video among the viewers of their
response videos on YouTube. Considering their relative popularity and the entailing recontextualizations, the videos might
have transformed the racist messages of the original in and through counterdiscourses.

However, the four parodies are not transformative enough to be ‘‘counter-hegemonic’’. I insist that they largely reproduce
or even reinforce the ‘‘everyday language of white racism’’ (Hill, 2008). Rather than debunk the mundaneness of Wallace’s
discursive practices (cf. Besnier, 2009), they (re)produce stereotypes on white hegemonic assumptions, although they attempt
to undermine the stereotypes.10 Just because these parodies do not critique the fundamental presuppositions of white racism,
they are largely ‘‘appropriate’’. Even though the two Asian Americans resist stereotypes by counter-appropriating Mock Asian,
their resistance may ‘‘powerfully reinscribe the cultural projects’’ of white racism (Hill, 2008, p. 20). In a similar vein, the two
white posters deny or avoid addressing the commonality of anti-Asian sentiment among whites (cf. Chou and Feagin, 2010): Lo-
gan Sexy Back invokes the positive stereotype of ‘‘cute Asian girls’’ while snoeblac marginalizing Wallace as a ‘‘whore’’, so that the
majority of whites, including themselves, are safe. The parody posters have ‘‘appropriately’’ recycled the mundane stereotypes in
entertaining ways. In conceptual terms, the parodic discourses are more presupposing than entailing. As a result, they do not
constitute ‘‘an interruption of the presuppositions of white racism’’ (Hill, 2008).

6. Discussion

I discuss the notion of CC from the perspectives of the production and interpretation of YouTube discourse. I suggest that
the notion of CC be conceptualized as ‘‘multiple competences’’ (cf. Blommaert, 2010). At the same time I argue for a cognitive
anthropological approach that can reveal the presuppositions of discourse in Web 2.0 environments.

On the production side, I have shown that the five video posters on YouTube displayed various degrees and kinds of com-
petence or ‘‘multiple competences’’. If we restrict our attention to the various abilities of each individual, we cannot ignore
external factors such as gender and race that constrain and facilitate discourse production. The white man (Logan Sexy Back)
and the white woman (snoeblac) did not use Mock Asian but produced comparable paralinguistic cues. Even in a theatrical
frame, snoeblac did not quote Mock Asian, the utterance of which would have ‘‘leaked’’. In contrast, the Asian man (Xuyah)
recontextualized Mock Asian in a comical way while the Asian woman (The Angelie Vaudeville) reproduced it in an exag-
gerated manner. From the perspective of production, we do not find homogeneous CC inside the head of an idealized indi-
vidual but instead find multiple competences in reference to gender and racial identities.

At the reception end, there are both general patterns and multiple norms for the evaluation of what a socioculturally
situated poster says. Although we need to carefully examine the comments posted by the viewers of the five videos as
the measures of ‘‘appropriateness’’ of these videos, we see that many viewers negatively marked Wallace’s original video
(91% ‘‘dislikes’’ vs. 9% ‘‘likes’’). In contrast, the four posters were generally rated favorably. The general patterns of negative
and positive responses seem to indicate the existence of normative judgments. Yet, among the comments on Wallace, quite a
few defended her video, while not so few viewers posted hate comments on Xuyah’s video.11 These multiple norms for
10 As one of the editors pointed out, the rhetorical strategy of simultaneously admitting the weakness of one’s point and defending it is commonly found in the
discursive practice of rebuttal such as ‘‘Yes, but ...’’ This strategy is rather similar to Wallace’s racist discursive strategy (‘‘I am not a racist but. . .’’) (van Dijk, 1992).

11 5476 viewers rated Wallace’ video favorably against 59,816 ‘‘dislikes.’’ 416 viewers rated Xhuya’s video negatively as ‘‘haters’’ while 15,852 voted
positively.
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interpretation are dialectically related to multiple competences, which should be further pursued as evidence for the multiplic-
ity and contention among the ideologies of race, in relation to multiple language ideologies (Gal, 1998). The relation between
multiple competences and multiple norms is mediated by cultural ideologies, including linguistic ideologies (Silverstein, 1985,
p. 220).

With reference to YouTube, I suggest that the notion of CC be extended to include knowledge about how to post YouTube
videos appropriately. If Wallace had posted the video in a way that only her friends in her network could view it, her behav-
ior might have been seen as ‘‘appropriate’’ or even ‘‘competent’’. The devastating consequences result from her not using
appropriate participatory features that would have ensured her privacy.12 She did not have the CC necessary to post a You-
Tube video, which is attributable to her lack of knowledge about how to participate in the YouTube ‘‘community’’. In contrast,
the parody posters seem to have used participatory features to their advantage, which resulted in their significant popularity. In
general, CC in Web 2.0 environments involves knowledge about the technological affordances and constraints and the agentive
manipulation of levels of privacy, particularly when posting videos or making comments.

The notion of CC can be productively pursued as sociocultural knowledge. In Sidnell’s view of competence, ‘‘a socially in-
formed perspective seeks to describe knowledge of language with a view to its fundamental role in communication between
socially located actors in continuously changing human societies’’ (1999, p. 41, emphasis added). The notion of CC, however,
has always been at least partly cognitive because it necessarily involves knowledge at the individual level, in addition to the
group-level sociocultural knowledge (cf. Levinson, 2006). Web 2.0 environments have complicated the kinds of knowledge
we need in order to pass as acceptable members. Although there are multiple norms for interpretation, there is still a body of
shared understandings among YouTube viewers. The stereotypes that the posters invoked are readily understood by the
majority of viewers, which is evident in the numerous comments on the five videos. This social fact of shared understandings
indicates that these stereotypes have wide circulation and are cognitively internalized among the diverse populations con-
cerned (Strauss and Quinn, 1997). I did not have space to analyze viewers’ comments. However, these comments constitute
an important source of data to further investigate ‘‘multiple norms’’ and ‘‘shared knowledge’’ in Web 2.0 environments.

In conclusion, while recognizing multiple competences, I argue for a cognitively reconceptualized notion of CC, which can
reveal the presuppositions of hegemonic discourse. One effective approach has been pursued by cognitive anthropologists
who emphasize shared understandings among people. The dominant trend in linguistic anthropology has been to emphasize
visible and external aspects of social interaction, and in some cases to radically reject the assumption of shared understand-
ings. In reconsidering the notion of CC, I hope to have provided some arguments for a cognitive (re)turn, which needs to be
further elaborated (cf. Yamaguchi, 2009, 2012).
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Appendix A: YouTube Data

1. UCLA Student racist rant on Asians in the Library for phoning Tsunami, available at: http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FNuyDZevKrU.

2. Asians in the Library – UCLA Girl (Alexandra Wallace) going wild on Asians ORIGINAL version, available at: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0JKb_Cn1qc&feature=related.

3. Alexandra Wallace ‘‘Asians in the Library’’ @ UCLA, available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkQ5-
7Ii3aU&feature=related.

4. ⁄⁄ORIGINAL⁄⁄ ASIANS AT UCLA, available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B8xKVHPOlc&feature=related.
5. Asians In The Library PARODY of UCLA Girl Alexandra Wallace, available at: http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=ouEgHHECuLM.
6. White girls in the library, available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PiEvmr3I-Ik&feature=related.
7. Asians in the Library-(UCLA Student Alexandra Wallace) parody, available at: http://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=8e11viF6JbM&feature=related.
8. Asians in the Library-UCLA Girl parody /spoof, available at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkuwYX2hpZs.
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